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Event Detection and Identification of Influential Spreaders in Social
Media Data Streams
Leilei Shi, Yan Wu, Lu Liu , Xiang Sun, and Liang Jiang
Abstract: Microblogging, a popular social media service platform, has become a new information channel for users
to receive and exchange the most up-to-date information on current events. Consequently, it is a crucial platform
for detecting newly emerging events and for identifying influential spreaders who have the potential to actively
disseminate knowledge about events through microblogs. However, traditional event detection models require
human intervention to detect the number of topics to be explored, which significantly reduces the efficiency and
accuracy of event detection. In addition, most existing methods focus only on event detection and are unable to
identify either influential spreaders or key event-related posts, thus making it challenging to track momentous events
in a timely manner. To address these problems, we propose a Hypertext-Induced Topic Search (HITS) based
Topic-Decision method (TD-HITS), and a Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) based Three-Step model (TS-LDA). TDHITS can automatically detect the number of topics as well as identify associated key posts in a large number
of posts. TS-LDA can identify influential spreaders of hot event topics based on both post and user information.
The experimental results, using a Twitter dataset, demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed methods for both
detecting events and identifying influential spreaders.
Key words: event detection; microblogging; Hypertext-Induced Topic Search (HITS); Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA); identification of influential spreader
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Introduction

Along with the increasing popularity of social
networking in recent years, microblogging services, as
a social media platform, have also been developing and
attracting users at a rapid pace[1–3] . The huge volume
of data generated for the most important events in
microblogging requires the determination of hot events
as well as the identification of key posts related to these
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events and the influential spreaders with the potential
to help others track these hot events. Therefore, it is
crucial that hot events be detected in microblogs.
Recently, event detection methods based on topic
models have been increasing in popularity[4, 5] . For
example, Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis
(PLSA)[6] and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)[7]
are two important approaches for detecting hidden
variables in microblogs. These methods model
word occurrences based on probabilistic theory and
measure the topical similarity among words. Although
researchers have made significant efforts to detect target
events in social networks based on a single source, in a
crisis we often want to analyze key event-related posts
contributed by different social users. Thus far, scant
attention has been paid to the problem of detecting
events from among the integrated and ambiguous views
contributed by different users.
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Additionally, existing event detection models[6–11]
require human intervention to detect the number
of topics, which greatly reduces the efficiency and
accuracy of event detection. Furthermore, most existing
methods focus only on event detection and fail to
investigate the key posts or influential spreaders who
play an important role in the dissemination of critical
events. This makes it difficult for Internet watch officers
to track critical events in a timely manner.
To address this failing, in this paper, we
propose a Hypertext-Induced Topic Search (HITS)
based[12, 13] Topic-Decision method (TD-HITS) that
can automatically detect the number of topics and
identify key posts from among a large number of posts.
We also propose a Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
based Three-Step model (TS-LDA), which can identify
the most influential spreaders of hot events based on
both post and user information. Using a Twitter dataset
for our study, our experimental results demonstrate the
effectiveness of our proposed methods for both event
detection and the identification of influential spreaders.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
 We propose an HITS-based topic-decision method.
This approach creates a smaller high-quality
training dataset by selecting high-quality posts
and influential users from among a collection
of users and posts, which largely reduces
the impact of irrelevant posts and ordinary
users, and improves the efficiency and accuracy
of event detection compared with those of
existing methods[4, 5, 8–11] . Moreover, the proposed
approach can automatically detect the number
of topics and identify key event-related posts
from among a large number of posts, which
further improves the efficiency and accuracy
of event detection and outperforms existing
methods[8–11, 14–18] .
 We propose an LDA-based three-step model that
detects critical events based on the number of
topics and identifies influential spreaders involved
in sharing these critical events. This model utilizes
both post and user information, which can improve
our understanding of who is involved in these
critical incidents.
 We conducted experiments to evaluate the
performance of our proposed models. The
experimental results on a Twitter dataset
demonstrate the efficiency and accuracy of our
models in event detection and the identification of
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influential spreaders.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we introduce previous studies of event
detection. In Section 3, we describe the proposed TDHITS method. We introduce the TS-LDA model in
Section 4 and discuss the experimental analysis and the
obtained results in Section 5. In Section 6, we draw our
conclusions.

2

Related Work

In recent years, event detection has been the focus of a
wide range of research, especially from the social media
perspective, due to its openness and data availability
(e.g., Twitter access through Twitter API[19] and
Facebook access through Facebook API[20] ). Existing
event detection models for social media are categorized
as either feature-pivot[14] or document-pivot[15] models.
Feature-pivot models are used to study the
distributions of words and to detect events by
grouping words together. For example, Mathioudakis
and Koudas[16] detected events by grouping bursty
words. However, this method does not have a robust
probabilistic foundation and focuses only on event
detection; it fails to identify key event-related posts
or the influential spreaders involved in these critical
incidents. Wavelet analysis[21] has been applied to
the frequency-based raw signals of words in building
signals for individual words, and filters trivial words by
examining their corresponding signal auto-correlations.
This method detects events using a modularity-based
graph partitioning technique. However, it also focuses
only on event detection and does not take into account
key posts or influential spreaders, which increases
the complexities involved in promptly tracking and
controlling events.
Document-pivot models detect events by clustering
documents according to the semantic distances between
them. For example, Wang et al.[9] proposed a pLSAbased model that exploits this document-pivoting
concept to find correlated bursty patterns across
multiple text streams. Alsumait et al.[10] proposed the
use of an LDA topic model to model the topics in
text streams. The authors also used an evolution matrix
to record the varieties of topics, which achieved good
performance. Diao et al.[8] proposed an LDA-based
model that exploits the same pivoting idea to identify
bursty global events. Li et al.[11] proposed a Bursty
Event dEtection (BEE) topic model that detects new
bursty events by modeling these events. However,
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these event detection methods all show vulnerabilities
in the automatic detection of the number of topics
and the identification of associated key posts and
influential spreaders involved in these critical events.
Document-pivot-based event detection models have
long been applied in Topic Detection and Tracking
(TDT) programs[17, 18] . TDT systems provide general
outlines and fundamentals regarding event detection.
However, noisy posts and the great numbers of ordinary
users make these methods unsuitable for either critical
event detection or the identification of influential
spreaders for large quantities of social media data.
In summary, the above models do not tend to
perform well in event detection in the following
respects: First, the characteristics of microblogging,
such as the relationships between users and their
posts, cannot effectively address the influence of users
and the importance of posts. These methods[16, 21]
are focused only on event detection by the grouping
of words. Second, existing methods[6–11] consider
only event detection and are not concerned with the
discovery of key posts. Finally, no attempt is made
to identify influential spreaders related to hot events
and most existing methods[8–11, 14–18] involve the manual
subjective selection of the number of topics.
To tackle the problems outlined above, in this
paper, we propose the TD-HITS method, which can
automatically detect the number of topics and identify
key posts from among a large number of noisy
posts. Based on the TD-HITS model, we further
propose the TS-LDA model, which is a document-pivot
model. In the proposed TD-HITS model, noisy posts
and ordinary users are effectively removed from the
selection, and with the proposed TS-LDA model, there
is no need to set up the number of topics manually
in advance as it effectively detects hot events and
identifies influential spreaders. Finally, our proposed
methods exhibit better efficiency and accuracy in event
detection and the identification of influential spreaders
by addressing the above-noted drawbacks of existing
methods[8–11, 14–18, 21] .

to automatically detect the number of topics and to
discover key posts from among a large number of posts.
Figure 1 illustrates the TD-HITS process involved in
event detection and the identification of key posts.
3.1

Extracting high-quality posts and influential
users with the HITS algorithm

3.1.1

Extracting high-quality posts

In the original HITS method[12] , a link is used to
represent the hyperlinks between web pages. In
our TD-HITS method, however, a link represents an
operational relationship between a user and a post,
such as publishing or commenting. For example, given
a post in an undirected network G D .V; E/; where
V D fV1 ; V2 ; : : :; Vn } is a set of n posts, and E is
a set of undirected edges between posts, the n posts
and their connections are interpreted by an adjacency
matrix: A D ŒAij nn , if post Vi and Vj are connected,
then Aij D 1, otherwise, Aij D 0. The user’s history of
operations are recorded to construct a matrix, denoted
as A, to maintain the links between the user and his/her
posts. Rows of A denote posts, and of A columns denote
users. As shown in Fig. 2, the TD-HITS method creates
a direct link between users and their posts, with regard
to the corresponding individual user’s operations.
In addition, in this paper, we extend the HITS
algorithm to exploit the inseparable connection between
users and their corresponding posts for the purpose of
extracting only high-quality posts and influential users.

Fig. 1

TD-HITS procedure.

Users: Hub nodes

Posts: Authority nodes

Tweet 1

3

TD-HITS Method

The TD-HITS method has two modules: first, the
HITS algorithm is used to create a smaller highquality training data set by extracting high-quality posts
and influential users from the large pool of posts
and users. Second, a topic-decision method is used

Tweet 2

Iterative

Tweet 4

Tweet 3

Users n

Tweets d

Users n

Tweets d

Fig. 2 Iterative model for determining the authority score
of posts and the hub score of users.
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Thus, the proposed TD-HITS method can effectively
filter out random low-quality posts and ordinary users,
and thereby avoid a phenomenon known as a bump,
which generally reduces the efficiency and accuracy of
event detection as well as the identification of influential
spreaders.
Every post is given an authority score that indicates
its significance. Similarly, each user is given a hub score
denoting his/her influence. The most important feature
of the iterative model is the mutual reinforcement of the
relationship between the quality of a post and a user’s
real influence. For instance, a user who has published
or forwarded many high-quality posts is more likely to
make greater contributions than others in spreading a
real-life event. Equally, a post that is forwarded by
many highly influential users is more likely to be a highquality post. A user’s influence can be computed by
calculating the sum of the authority scores (i.e., quality)
of all posts published or commented upon by that user,
and the quality of a post can be represented by the
sum of the hub scores (or quality) of all the users who
have forwarded that post. Then, the final scores can be
iteratively calculated using Eqs. (1) and (2) for each post
and user, respectively:
X
n:h D
d.a
(1)
X
d:a D
n.h
(2)
where d.a denotes post d ’s authority score and n.h
denotes user n’s hub score[13] . The iterative processes
for generating the final results are as follows:
An D MT  M  An
T

Hn D M  M  Nn

1

(3)

1

(4)

where An and Hn denote the authority and hub scores at
the n-th iteration, respectively, and M denotes the user–
post matrix[16] .
Thus, the TD-HITS method of filtration based on
authority scores yields two significant advantages.
First, the accuracy of event detection is improved
significantly. Moreover, the time spent on event
detection is significantly reduced. Consequently, the
TD-HITS method is more efficient and effective than
many existing methods, which usually ignore the
processing of ordinary posts.
3.1.2

Extracting high-quality users based on the
HITS algorithm

A high-quality post attracts the attention of many highly
influential users and, typically, highly influential users
post many high-quality posts. Intuitively, we can say
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that highly influential users publish or comment more
high-quality posts than regular users. In addition, highquality posts draw an increased level of attention from
highly influential users, who spread or broadcast such
posts in microblogging networks. The authority value
of posts has been attributed more importance in the
identification of influential spreaders, as has the hub
value of users. Furthermore, special emphasis has
been given to the theory that highly influential users
are likely to publish many high-quality posts. Thus,
filtration based on the hub score offers two significant
advantages. First, the accuracy of the identification of
influential spreaders is improved significantly. Second,
the time cost is significantly reduced.
3.2

Topic decision method based on the authority
and minimum distance of posts

Existing event detection models are weak with respect
to determining the number of topics, which greatly
reduces their efficiency and accuracy in event detection.
To address this issue, a topic decision method[22]
encompassing the authority value and the minimum
distance between posts is essential for determining the
importance of posts and the topic differences between
posts. This can be achieved based on the idea that key
posts related to an event usually have higher authority
and there is often an evident topic difference between
posts in microblogging networks. Thus, the number
of topics can be automatically detected by the topic
decision method. Finally, we use the number of topics
as the “start” parameter of the LDA to detect hot events.
Specifically, the TD-HITS method assumes that key
posts have the following properties.
(1) Authority. Key posts in microblogging networks
are surrounded by non-key posts. Similar to prototypebased clustering, where each cluster has a prototype,
each topic in our proposed TD-HITS method is
regulated by a topic-leading post. These topic-leading
posts have a higher degree of influence regarding
their respective topic, which also reflects their higher
authority. As such, a post with high authority is more
likely to be chosen as a topic.
(2) Topic dispersion. The topics of key posts differ in
a microblogging network. As each topic is characterized
by a key post, key posts are typically evenly distributed
in a microblogging network. Thus, a key post will
be separated by a larger topic-similarity distance from
other posts with a different topic.
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To capture the key posts characterized by the
above two properties, a topic decision method is
introduced[22] , in which one dimension evaluates
the “authority” properties of key posts and the
other dimension characterizes the “topic dispersion”
properties of key posts. Thus, K posts distributed in the
right upper part of a graph can be automatically selected
as key posts. Then, the LDA topic model can be used to
cluster posts in a microblogging network into different
topics. To execute the above process, the topic decision
method must employ a minimum distance measurement
to describe the dispersion between key posts.
In our proposed method, first, we compute the
minimum distance between each key post and other
posts of higher authority values. Then, we select
the number of topics as the “start” parameter of the
LDA. Among these carefully selected topics, posts in
the microblogging network are clustered by LDA and
Gibbs sampling.
The minimum distance ıi .i D 1; 2; : : :; n/ is
calculated by computing the distance between post Vi
and other posts with higher authority, as follows:
i D min.dij /; j W Aj > Ai

(5)

where dij is the Euclidean distance between post Vi and
post Vj .
To compute the Euclidean distance, we must first
transform n posts of a post network into points in the
same spatial area. One simple way to do so is to
calculate the pairwise similarities of the posts. Various
similarity methods[23] , such as Jaccard similarity[24]
and signal similarity[25] , can be used to calculate the
pairwise similarities. In this study, we calculated
the similarity of posts based on the signal similarity,
since we found signal similarity to perform better than
Jaccard similarity, based on our experimental results.
Signal similarity is defined by the signaling
propagation process. Each post is regarded as an initial
signal source that excites the whole network one time.
All of the other users record the number of signals
they receive. During each step, posts send all of their
signals to their neighbors as well as to themselves.
After t steps, the signal distribution of a given post
in comparison to that of other posts can be taken as
the influence of this source post on the entire post
network. Generally speaking, the source post influences
its own topic network first and then affects other posts
by spreading signals. Obviously, posts in the same
topic network have similar effects on other posts. Then,

the i-th column INF indicates the effect of post Vi on
the entire network in t steps. Thus, we can obtain n
vectors INF1 , INF2 , . . . , INF3 in Euclidean space. This
process can be expressed as follows:
INF D .A C I/t
(6)
where I is an n-dimensional identity matrix and t is
the total steps taken in the signaling propagation (t D 3
in implementation). Since post networks are usually
sparse, the computation of INF is not time-consuming.
Using the above equations, we can calculate the
similarity of all posts in the post network. It is easy
to see that the authority value of each post is modified
by the distance of the corresponding post from other
posts in the post network. This suggests that posts
located closer to other posts in the network obtain
greater rank values, which indicates that these posts are
more important than surrounding posts.
Specifically, if there are some posts with the same
authority value, posts with a smaller post ID are ranked
higher. For a post Vk with maximal rank value,
Ak D max.Ai /, obviously, Vk is more prominent than
its neighbors, and has the greatest likelihood of being
chosen as a key post. Hence, we assign its minimum
distance ık as follows:
k D max.i /; i ¤ k
(7)
By this minimum distance, the values of different
posts vary distinctly, and high-quality posts can be
easily identified according to their rank value in
a microblog network. Furthermore, based on the
assumptions of our model, key posts are those having
higher authority values and are dispersed throughout
the microblogging network. In summary, we use
this topic decision method in 2-dimensional space to
automatically detect the number of topics, wherein
one dimension is the authority value of the posts and
the other is the minimum distance between the posts,
as defined above. Therefore, in the proposed topicdecision method, posts located in the right upper coordinates are identified as key posts.

4

TS-LDA Model

The TS-LDA model has two modules. First, with
the number of topics selected according to the TDHITS method, posts in the post network are clustered
according to the LDA topic model and Gibbs sampling.
Second, the influential spreaders in events are identified
by the hub value in the user–post network and local
features in the user–user network. Figure 3 illustrates
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the process of event detection and the identification of
influential spreaders.
4.1
4.1.1

LDA topic model and Gibbs sampling
LDA topic model
[6]

PLSA and LDA[7] are both widely used topic models
for extracting hidden variables from a collection of
posts. There are some similarities between these two
models in their detection of events from among a large
number of posts.
The PLSA model employs the following steps to
obtain the “post–word” generation model:
(1) Select a post di in accordance with a probability
P .di /;
(2) Determine the topic distribution of the post after
selecting post di ;
(3) Choose an implicit topic category zk according to
the probability P .zk jdi / from the topic distribution;
(4) Determine the distribution of words in the topic
after the selection of zk ;
(5) Select
 a word wj according to the probability
P wj jzk from the distribution of words.
Below, we demonstrate the way in which a post is
generated using the LDA model, as compared with the
method used in the PLSA model:
(1) Choose a post di according to the prior probability
P .di /;
(2) From the Dirichlet distribution ˛, select the topics
distribution i of the generated post di . In other words,
the topic distribution i is generated by the super
parameter ˛ in the Dirichlet distribution;
(3) Sample the topic zij of the j -th word in the post
di from the topic’s polynomial distribution i ;
(4) The Dirichlet distribution generates the
distribution of the words d ;
(5) Sample the distribution of words in the final set of
words.
From the above two processes, we can see that LDA
adds two prior probabilities in the Dirichlet distribution
for the topic and word distributions, in addition to those

in the PLSA.
In other words, first, the LDA model incorporates
two prior probabilities into the Dirichlet distribution
while determining a post. However, PLSA directly
determines the topics distribution. In addition, there
is also a certain probability being considered in LDA
to generate the topic distribution. Second, in PLSA,
the distribution probability of the words is determined
by the topic distribution. However, the LSA word
distribution is generated by the Dirichlet distribution
of the super parameter beta. That is, in the PLSA
model, the probability that post D generates topic Z,
and the probability that topic Z generates the word
w are two fixed values. However, in LDA, the topic
distribution (the probability distribution of each topic
in the post), as well as the word distribution (the
probability distribution of each word in a topic), are
randomly generated single values, which can also differ
and have several probabilities. Similar to the beta
distribution, binomial and Dirichlet distributions are
actually distributions of the polynomial conjugate prior
probability distribution. However, the dependability
of the entire model is based on Dirichlet’s prior
distribution. Hence, LDA is more appropriate and
accurate than PLSA in detecting events.
Table 1 lists and defines the symbols used in the LDA
model (Fig. 4).

Table 1

Symbols used in the LDA model.

Symbol
˛
ˇ
d
w
z


Z
K

Meaning
Super parameter of m
Super parameter of k
Post
Word
Topic
Topic distribution
Word distribution
Number of topics
Number of words

α
Data
acquisition by
TwitterAPI

Grading and
filtering for
posts and
posters

Get highquality posts
and posters

Acquiring the
proper
number of
topics

Acquiring hot
events

LDA and
Gibbs
sampling

β
Acquiring
influential
spreaders

Fig. 3

Three-step
model

Procedure of the TS-LDA model.

39

θ

f

Fig. 4

LDA model[3] .
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P .d; w/ D P .d /P .wjd / D P .d /

X

P .wjz/P .zjd /

z

(8)
where P .d / represents the probability of selecting a
post d from the post set, P .zjd / is the probability of
selecting a topic z from a post d , and P .wjz/ is the
probability of selecting a word w from a topic z. As
such, Eq. (2) can be expressed as follows:
P .d; w/ D P .d /P .wjd / D

1X
wjz zjd
d z

(9)

In the process of LDA modeling, both P .d / and
P .wjd / can be easily computed, so the values of
wjz and zjd can also be calculated. Finally, we can
obtain the topic distribution in each post and the word
distribution in each topic.
4.1.2 Gibbs sampling
The variables in the TS-LDA model cannot deliver an
exact value that can be used for further estimation.
Therefore, we adopt Gibbs sampling[26, 27] to make
an approximate inference of the variables. Gibbs
sampling is a simple and widely applicable Markovchain Monte Carlo algorithm. In comparison with the
other inference methods used by latent variable models,
such as variational inference and maximum likelihood
estimation, Gibbs sampling exhibits two exceptionally
advantageous features. First, it provides a reliable level
of accuracy as it asymptotically approaches the correct
distribution. Second, it is more memory-efficient since
it need only maintain the counters and state variables,
which makes it the preferred method for dealing with
large-scale datasets. A more detailed comparison of
these methods can be found in Ref. [26]. The basic
concept underlying Gibbs sampling is the alternative
estimation of parameters by replacing the value of
one of the variables with a value drawn from the
distribution of that variable, conditioned on the values
of the remaining variables. In LDA, all three types of
latent variables z, , and  must be sampled. However,
with the collapsed Gibbs sampling technique,  and
 can be integrated due to the conjugate priors ˛ and
ˇ. Consequently, we need only sample topic z. To
perform Gibbs sampling, we first randomly choose the
initial states of the Markov chain. Then, we calculate
the conditional distribution P .zj˛; ˇ) for each z by
applying the chain rule to the joint probability of the
entire dataset. Thus, we can obtain the conditional
probability conveniently, as follows:

nzjd C ˛
.nwjz C ˇ/
P .zj˛; ˇ/ / P
P
(10)
. w nwjz C ˇ/
z nzjd C ˛
where nwjz is the number of words in the topic z and
nzjd is the number of topics in the post.
We iteratively repeat Formula (10) and continue to
sample all the topics until the sampling results are
stabilized.
Finally, we can easily estimate the topic–word
distribution  and post–topic distribution  as follows:
nzjd C ˛
zjd D P
(11)
z nzjd C ˛
nwjz C ˇ
(12)
wjz D P
w nwjz C ˇ
4.2

Identification of influential spreaders

In this section, we introduce our approach for
identifying influential spreaders in the network. As
noted above, high-quality posts can draw more
attention from highly influential users, who spread
or broadcast these posts in microblogging networks.
Nevertheless, developing a method for identifying
influential spreaders effectively and efficiently in
microblogging networks has presented a considerable
challenge. Many significant evaluation methods have
been proposed to address this problem[28–30] , including
degree centrality, clustering coefficient centrality, and
betweenness centrality[31, 32] .
However, degree centrality and the clustering
coefficient centrality of spreaders can only characterize
local network information. Moreover, computing
betweenness centrality is highly complex due to the
need to calculate the shortest path. Almost all of
these methods employ only one centrality measure, and
each method has its corresponding disadvantage and
limitation.
The above centrality methods alone cannot be
directly applied to tweet compositions between users
and posts in user–post networks. Furthermore, there is
a strong possibility that high-hub users publish a lot of
high-quality posts. So, in user–post networks, there are
too many users having the same hub value, which makes
it impossible to rank users effectively.
To solve this problem, we propose a novel concept in
which influential social network spreaders must satisfy
one activity degree condition and one network topology
condition within a certain time period: a high degree of
activity and high number of local features. First, there is
an expectation that users with a high degree of activity
will spread information, ideas, or rumors very quickly
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in the early stages of the spreading process. Second,
the number of local features of users is measured
by the sum of their neighbor connections. Here the
expectation is that users with a high number of local
features will trigger an early and rapid accumulation
of contagious transmissions among a large number of
candidate users. Finally, the degree of activity of users
can be acquired from the hub values of users with posts.
Also, the expectation here is that high-activity-degree
users will spread information, ideas, or rumors much
more quickly than regular users.
The three-step model shown in Fig. 5 illustrates our
proposed method for obtaining the activity and local
information of users in a microblogging network. In
Step 1, the degree of activity is determined to analyze
the global features of users in a microblogging network.
The results are used to compute the final influence of
these users. In Step 2, the degree centrality is used to
measure local user features. In Step 3, the degree of
activity and local features are combined to determine
the influential spreaders.
Specifically, first, the hub value of users is used
to obtain global information about users in a
microblogging network. Second, a user’s degree
of centrality is used to analyze his/her local feature
value in the microblogging network. A high influence
value indicates that a user has high degree of centrality,
which in turn indicates that the user is capable of
reaching users in the widest possible local range. The
local feature of user P is defined as follows:
Pi D

Pi Pmin
Pmax Pmin
Start

Extract the activity degree of
posters

Calculate the local feature of
posters

(13)

where Pi is the degree centrality of i and Pi is the
normalized local feature required for the case under
consideration.
Third, according to the definition of an influential
spreader, the hub value and Pi are considered
simultaneously to maximize the spreading capability of
user i in the microblogging network. Finally, the degree
of global activity Hi and local feature value Pi are
combined to denote IFi , the influence of node i , which
is defined as follows:
IFi D Hi  Pi

End

Fig. 5

Three-step model.

(14)

Therefore, we address the problems identified above
by combining the hub value of users with the degree
of locality of users. In general, a user with more
connections with neighbors is more likely to be an
influential spreader in a user–user network. Inspired
by this idea, we propose a novel influence measure that
considers the hub and locality degree values of users.
To a large extent, the method proposed in this paper
improves accuracy in the identification of influential
spreaders.

5

Experiments

In this section, we detail the experiments we conducted
on real-world short-text collections to demonstrate the
effectiveness of our proposed TD-HITS method and
TS-LDA model. We consider two typical topic models
as benchmark methods, namely PLSA and LDA.
In the rest of this section, we describe our collection
of the dataset, experimental setup and analysis, the
baseline approaches, and model evaluation.
5.1

Dataset

We
generated
our
dataset
from
Twitter
(http://twitter.com/) via Twitter API. This dataset
consists of 40 000 posts from October 25–28, 2015.
As discussed above, to reduce the impact of the
bump phenomenon, we included only those users who
published or commented upon posts in our dataset.
After filtering unwanted users and posts, the dataset
comprised 2139 high-quality posts and 1887 users.
5.2

Combine the activity degree and
local feature to determine the
final influential spreaders
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Experimental settings

We conducted the experiments on a computer with an
Intel I3 3.4 GHz CPU and 4 GB memory.
We tuned the parameters via a grid search. For
PLSA, we fixed the mixture weight of the background
model B to 0.05[11] . For LDA, ˛ = 0.5 and ˇ =
0.1. In all the experiments, we used Gibbs sampling
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for 1000 iterations and the Expectation–Maximization
(EM) algorithm for 1000 iterations. The results reported
here are the average of five runs. In the process of
filtering high-quality posts, we set all of the initial
authority scores d.a and hub scores n.h to 1.
5.3

Baseline approaches

We validated the improved efficiency and effectiveness
of the proposed TS-LDA by evaluating our model
against PLSA[6] , LDA[7] , and Efficient eVent dEtection
(EVE)[33] , which are classic latent semantic analysis
algorithms.
5.4

Evaluation methods

(1) Number of topics: As shown in Fig. 6, from the
experimental results, the top eight minimum distances
of these posts are far greater than the others. Therefore,
we chose eight as the LDA “start” parameter. With this
carefully selected number of topics, we then clustered
the posts by LDA and Gibbs sampling[26] to detect hot

events efficiently and accurately, which address the
shortcomings in many existing methods[8–11, 14–18, 21] .
(2) Key posts of hot events: As shown in Table 2,
when the authority values of posts are equal, they can
be sorted according to the minimum distance of posts,
which improves the accuracy of event detection. The
TD-HITS method can detect the top eight key posts
of hot events according to their minimum distances, in
contrast to many existing methods[8–11, 14–18, 21] .
(3) Event-detection effectiveness: As shown in Table
3, key posts are sorted according to their minimum
distances. Meanwhile, the popular degree of different
events in each time period and the development process
of an event can be distinguished clearly by the creation
time of the top eight key posts.
(4) Trend of reply number changes over time: As we
can see in Fig. 7, the reply number of events for the top
four popular events changes from the beginning to the
peak and then to extinction. Existing event detection
methods, such as the PLSA and LDA models,

Minimum distance

Table 2

0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

Authority value (×103)

Fig. 6

Number of topics from the TD-HITS method.
Table 3

Minimum distance
6.855 654 6
6.855 654 6
6.082 762 53
6.082 762 53

Real-life event
The
rise
and
controversy
of
classical economics
Economic deficit in
United States
Economic crisis in
Poland
The rise of cultural
economics

5.916 079 783

The rise of cultural
economics

5.916 079 783

The rise of football
economics

5.916 079 783

The rise of football
economics

5.916 079 783

Economic crisis in
Ireland

Minimum distance and authority of posts.

Key post ID
Minimum distance Authority value
659051011055611904 6.855 654 600 2.609 579 007 761 16
659094561617133568 6.855 654 600 2.609 579 007 761 16
658903037663055872 6.082 762 530 2.241 254 882 530 98
658786650407964672 06.082 762 53 2.241 254 882 530 98
658750778572709889 5.916 079 783 2.241 254 882 530 98
658676220230545409 5.916 079 783 2.241 254 882 530 98
658675883633414145 5.916 079 783 2.241 254 882 530 98
658602777183154177 5.916 079 783 2.241 254 882 530 98

Evaluation results for event detection.

Key post
@namasteacup “classical economics”is specifically in the
text:p

Created time
Tue Oct 27 16:56:20 2015

@Shamsher1111 @johnefrancis If you have a master in
economics and don’t understand uses of deficit spending,
you are a very great fool.
@BeingAnkit_ My mind starts boggling at Economics. I
better leave you to study.
“each part has a size measuring its efficiency economics
became more efficient than culture for organizing society
@enleuk”
@NYSELaxative @StartlinglyOkay What kind of input,
output and filter? And economics is limited to property and
only one part of culture.
@ArsenalReport @JanuzajA11 @Firzaapras err I study
economics so I I’d know about this subject especially, and
its a fact that it doesn’t
@mk_9873 @januzaja11 @firzaapras Maybe because you
only hang out with mouth breathers? It’s how all economics
work, not just football.
@UB_Economics I am sorry to hear this @hazeyhall, have
you managed to arrange an appointment now? PH

Tue Oct 27 19:49:23 2015
Tue Oct 27 07:08:20 2015
Mon Oct 26 23:25:51 2015
Mon Oct 26 21:03:19 2015
Mon Oct 26 16:07:03 2015
Mon Oct 26 16:05:42 2015
Mon Oct 26 11:15:12 2015
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Minimum distance
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Fig. 7 Trends in reply number changes of top four popular
events over time.

Minimum distance

can determine the trend of the reply number of event
changes over time, but the TS-LDA can determine this
trend via the minimum distance of key posts about
the same event, which creates a foundation for future
research and the tracking of public events.
Since the TD-HITS method is based on the minimum
distance and authority of posts, we can also compare
their changes in the top four popular events over time
from Fig. 7. We can also easily identify key posts
of the hottest event, which can then be used to trace
hot events, as shown in Fig. 8. The PLSA and LDA
models usually cluster on the basis of tweets alone,
so experience increased complexities in detecting the
trends of event reply number changes over time. Also,
they cannot distinguish between similar events.
(5) Event-detection precision and efficiency: To
compare the precision and efficiency of our model
with those of the PLSA, LDA, and EVE models, we
evaluated effectiveness in our experiments. For PLSA,
LDA, EVE, and our TS-LDA, we defined precision as
follows:
a
(15)
Precision D
b

where a represents the number of detected events
matching real life events, b is the total number of the
events detected by the same algorithm.
Table 4 shows a comparison of the precision of the
three methods, and Table 5 shows a comparison of their
time efficiencies. As shown in these tables, our model
can find seven events if K is set for 8. However, for
the PLSA, LDA, and EVE models, if K is set any
greater than 6, then these models can detect all the
events only by artificial selection. If K is set to 1 or 5,
then all events would remain undetected. At the same
time, if the K value is greater than 8, such as 10, then
although these models can detect all of the events, their
time efficiencies are very low. Therefore, our proposed
TS-LDA model is both accurate and efficient, and its
effectiveness is better than those of the PLSA, LDA, or
EVE models.
(6) Results of influential spreader identification: As
noted above, influential spreaders are identified based
on the hub value in the user–post network, and the
degree value in the user–user network. Thus, we
consider both post and user information for hot events
while also identifying influential spreaders for related
events. Also, we know from the three-step model that if
some users have the same hub value, users with a higher
degree value are ranked higher. Table 6 shows the top
five results of the TS-LDA model for the identification
of influential spreaders. We can also see that user
80864710 is the screen name of a user having the same
hub value, but a lower degree value than user 29442313.
Hence, user 29442313 ranks higher according to the
three-step model. In addition, Table 7 shows the top
Table 4
Method
PLSA
LDA
EVE
TS-LDA

KD1
1/1
1/1
1/1

Comparison of precision.
KD5
5/5
5/5
5/5

KD8

K D 10
6/10
6/10
6/10

6/8

Note: K is the number of possible events.
Table 5

Comparison of time efficiency.

Time (K D 8)
Topic Gibbs
EM
decision sampling
method
PLSA
N.A
N.A
N.A
24.05 min
LDA
N.A
N.A
15.62 min N.A
EVE
10922 ms N.A
N.A
7.32 min
TS-LDA 10922 ms 3.69 min 1.16 min N.A
Note: K is the number of possible events.
Method

HITS

Fig. 8 Trend of reply number changes for the hottest event
over time.
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Total
24.05 min
15.62 min
7.51 min
5.03 min
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Table 6

Results of identification of influential spreaders.

User ID
1410108115
29442313
80864710
25073877
25654421

Hub value
0.003402463
0.003078419
0.003078419
0.002754375
0.002106286

Degree value
0.0015
0.0019
0.0012
0.0125
0.0017

Table 7 Results of identification of influential spreaders in
related event.
User ID
1410108115
29442313
80864710
25073877
25654421

Related event
The rise of cultural economics
Economics deficit in United States
Economics crisis in Poland
Economic deficit in United States
The rise of football economics

five results of the TS-LDA model for the identification
of influential spreaders in a related event, which can
facilitate the tracking of related events in a timely and
efficient manner.
(7) Effectiveness of the identification of influential
spreaders: We can confirm the effectiveness of the
identification of influential spreaders by counting
retweets and comments, which represent the breadth
and depth of influence. Hence, according to Table
8, the second and third users have the same retweet
and comment counts, which indicate that they have
the same influence in this period of time. Also, the
top five influential spreaders identified by the TS-LDA
model all have higher retweet and comment counts
than the other users. Hence, our proposed TS-LDA
model is effective, accurate, and dependable. Moreover,
the influential spreaders identified in the related event
by our TS-LDA model are important factors in the
dissemination of hot events.

6

creates a smaller, high-quality training data set by
filtering high-quality posts and high-quality users from
a collection of users and posts. This approach largely
reduces the impact of unrelated posts and occasional
users, thereby improving the efficiency and accuracy of
the event detection process. Moreover, this approach
can automatically detect the correct number of topics
and identifies event-related key posts to realize higher
precision. In addition, we also proposed an LDA-based
three-step model TS-LDA, which detects critical events
by analyzing the number of topics and identifying the
influential spreaders linked to them. This approach
utilizes both post and user information, which can
enable a better understanding in a timely and accurate
manner of the users involved in these critical incidents.
Our experimental results for a Twitter dataset
demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed methods
in event detection, key post detection, and the
identification of influential spreaders. In particular, it
excels in detecting the trend in the number of event
changes over time. In future work, to better understand
the transmission and control of events, we plan to
further investigate the behaviors of influential spreaders
and develop a dynamic community detection model that
can evolve over time.
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